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No, Xoserve have identified that the date for assessing the Qualifying User is different in the 
Business Rules of page 4 of Modification Proposal 0335A when compared to the legal text 
for 0335A.  The differences are highlighted below 
 
Legal Text;  
 
(f) “Qualifying User” means, in relation to DNO Qualifying LDZ Reconciliation or DNO 
Qualifying Aggregate NDM Reconciliation a User which on the date of publication of the 
relevant Significant Measurement Error Report (produced pursuant to OAD Section D): 
 
The business rules on page 4 of Modification Proposal 0335A states; 

d. A qualifying Shipper in respect of rule 1 (c) is a Shipper with a national portfolio of less 
than or equal to 100,000 Small Supply Points and whose combined organisational Shipper 
Code Credit limit is less than or equal to £500,000 with the relevant Downstream Transporter 
at the date the Downstream Transporter is invoiced for the relevant amount by National Grid 
Transmission.





 


